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Academic Essay Model 

Title Coffee is one of the most popular drinks in the world. Describe the origins of coffee as a 

drink, how it is produced and how coffee culture has changed over the ages. 

 
 
 
Introduction 

* General topic of 
research 

* Background and/or 
history of the topic 

 

*Define key term/s 

* Why topic 
interesting and/or 
important 

* Aim of the essay 

* Sequence of the 
main points 

C. is v. pop. Global drink  
 

– originated as drink – Yemen 1400s – spread to M.E. - Europe  
- then global commodity.  
 
C. beam f/ bush – 2 types “Arabica” “Robusta” –  (Ali, 2010) 

 

– Fascinating global pop. Drink 2.5billion cups/daily – will 
grow in importance (New Consumers, n.d.) 

 
[Purpose] focus on… C. 

[Specifically,] Origin of the drink … ‘from bean to cup’ … 
coffee<>culture 

 

Body Paragraph 1:       Origins of coffee as a drink .  

* Main idea (a 
sentence setting out 
the paragraph’s focus) 

* Supporting details, 
explanations & 
examples  

 

 
 

 

Stated small – became global 
- 15th C. 
- - Yemen + Ethiopia ***Goat story 
- - Arabs 1st cultivate + trade 
- 16th C. drink / trade >> M.E. + Turkey 
- 17th C. 
- - become v. pop. e.g., London 300 “coffee shops” 
- - Dutch take bean -> Indonesia … French -> South America 

^^^ (Sawyer, 2007) ^^^ 

?? NAMES: Qahwar / kahveh / koffie (Ali, 2010) 
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Body Paragraph 2:       How C. is produced [made – manufactured] . 

* Main idea (a 
sentence setting out 
the paragraph’s focus) 

* Supporting details, 
explanations & 
examples  

 

 
 

 

Around 6 [steps in process] 
- 1. Harvesting (hand – TODAY = poor people) 
- 2. Remove bean (seed/”cherry”) / sort-clean-dry 
- 3. Stored & Milled ((outer lay of bean removed)) 
- 4. Sorted + graded ((quality : 1st class, 2nd class)) 
- 5. Roasted (taste/flavour… 1,000+ flavours) 
- 6. Grinding of C. bean 

^^^ (Green, 2011) ^^^ 

?? (Ali, 2010) grinding linked to type: Turkish / Espresso / 
Cappuccino ?? 

 

Body Paragraph 3:       How C. culture changed over time [? the centuries ?] e   

* Main idea (a 
sentence setting out 
the paragraph’s focus) 

* Supporting details, 
explanations & 
examples  

 

 
 

 

V important 4 society and culture in many 
countries/centuries (Ali, 2010) 
- London “Penny Universities” 300+ in 1600s 
- Europe --- centres of social activity  
^^ (Sawyer, 2007) 

- Frappuccino 2 Cappuccino… coffee many transformations 
recently >> Specialty coffees v. pop. in cities globally. 

^^ (New Consumers, n.d.) 

 

 
______________________________________ 

 
Source references, formatted to APA citations  

(Ali, 2010)  

(Green, 2011)  

(New Consumers, n.d.) 

(Sawyer, 2007) 
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Conclusion 

* Restate the essay’s 
aim 

Summarise the main 
points covered 

Select 2 or more of 
the following:  

• Personal 
opinion/suggestion 

• Call for further 
research 

• Predict future 
developments 
 
 

[To sum up,] Covered key aspects of C. 

 
> origins/history … production process … coffee & culture 
0ver centuries  

 
 
Opinion: from goat farmer >> global commodity (Starbucks) 
from flavours >>> 1,000s of flavours 
 
> research to make Fair Trade more popular [[help poor 
farmers]]. 
 

> if C. popularity grows --- tea may disappear. 
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EXAMPLE ESSAY 
 

Today coffee is one of the most popular hot drinks in the globe. The 

coffee first became a drink in Yemen in the 1400s. It spread from 

Arabia to the Middle East and then to Europe. By the 1600s coffee had 

became a global commodity. To be clear, there are two types of 

coffee: Arabica and Robusta, the difference is Robusta is stronger with 

more caffeine (Ali, 2010). The subject of coffee is important because 

now over 2 billion cups are drunk daily and this number will increase 

by a quarter in a few years (New Consumers, n.d.). The aim then of this 

essay is to focus on some key aspects of coffee. Specifically, it will 

begin by describing the history of coffee, then describe how it is 

produced, from harvesting to grinding and lastly how coffee culture 

has changed over the centuries.   

The history of coffee as a drink begins in Yemen and ends with 

the bean becoming a global commodity, grown everywhere. In Yemen in 

the 1400s a farmer saw his goat eating a coffee bean and then getting 

energy. Soon in Yemen coffee was harvested and being traded. The drink 

became very popular and in the 1500s was drank in the Middle East and 

Turkey (Sawyer, 2007). By the 1600s it was very popular in Europe. For 

example, London had 300 coffee houses by the mid-17th century 

(Sawyer, 2007). Because coffee was so popular the Dutch took the 

bean from Yemen and started to grow coffee in Asia, the French did 

the same and started to grow coffee in South America. 

There are around seven steps involved in making a cup of coffee. 

The process starts with harvesting the bean. This is normally done by 

hand by poor farmers (Sawyer, 2007). The second step is taking the 
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bean (seed or cherry) out of the coffee fruit. At this stage the bean 

is cleaned, dried and sorted. The bean is then ‘milled’ at a factory to 

remove some of the shell of the bean. Next the coffee beans are 

graded (“classified”) by quality. The beans then are sent around the 

world as part of the commodity trade. Next the bean is roasted for 

flavour and taste(Sawyer, 2007). The last steps are the grinding and 

choice of coffee type including: strong/sweet Turkish, Espresso, and 

cappuccino (Ali, 2010).  

Turning finally to the role coffee has played on culture, it has 

been very important for hundreds of years for culture and society 

(Ali, 2010). In London in the 1600s coffee became very popular and 

also other parts of Europe. In coffee houses people would sit and 

talk and listen to interesting information: “Penny Universities” 

(Sawyer, 2007). Recently coffee culture has spread to China, India and 

Russia and this has changed urban life with Starbucks and Gloria Jeans 

being the new centres of social activity (New Consumers, n.d.). 

To sum up, this essay considered several key aspects of coffee, 

which is today drunk by billions of people all over the world. It 

looked at the history of the drink, how the bean is turned to the 

drink and how coffee drinking is linked to culture. In my opinion it 

is interesting to thinking this global commodity drink started with a 

farmer’s goat. I think more research should be dome to make all 

coffee “Fair Trade” to help poor farmers. 

. 

Words = 557 

 


